GeoPunch™

Move from the dinosaur age
to the mobile age
Timescape GeoPunch ™ puts time collection devices into the
hands of your mobile workforce. Using their own or employerprovided cell phones, smartphones or tablets, employees clock
in and out by taking a picture of themselves with their device,
with biometric facial recognition technology taking care of
the rest. Streamline time data collection, avoid hardware
costs and take simplicity to another level. It’s a giant leap
forward from ancient, on-premise punchclock technology
to a truly mobile solution that makes the most of mobile
devices and achieves better mobile workforce management!

WHO
Biometric Facial Recognition

WHERE
Know Where Your Employees Are

Say cheese! Employees take a picture of themselves with their
cell phone, smartphone, tablet or other device and send it
to Payescape. GeoPunch automatically verifies the identity of
the employee with hyper-accurate facial recognition algorithms,
far superior to fingerprint.

WHEN
Accurate, Automatic Time Tracking

GeoPunch Mobile Timestamp technology enables
accurate, foolproof and fraud-proof time collection
from anywhere. And, it integrates directly with your
Timescape Time & Attendance Solution via Open
API technology, so time data is delivered seamlessly.
Administration becomes more productive, efficient and
accurate, and more cost-effective. Buddy-punching, clock
rounding and other fraudulent practices are virtually
eliminated, with auditing capabilities greatly improved.
Compliance is also enhanced with better data and
reporting, especially important given the increasing
amount of regulations and risk you must ensure you
comply with.

Cutting-edge geolocation technology, including full GPS
and cell triangulation, shows you where your employees
are. Now you can be assured you have the right employee
present at the right time at the right location for the right job.
Job and task costing can be implemented as well with short
codes used upon clock-in/out, so you get better business
intelligence on profitability at a granular level.

HOW
Multiple Data Collection Methods
GeoPunch collects data in a way that fits your workforce needs,
regardless of device. GeoPunch leverages the universality of
mobile devices and puts them to work for your organization.

PHOTOS
Remote Photo Collection

Use cell phones to collect pictures associated with the work
performed. Photos are automatically associated with the
location or task and easily accessible from anywhere via the
Internet.
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GeoPunch™

SIMPLE AND FLEXIBLE TO USE
GeoPunch Clock-In and Clock-Out

Working with GeoPunch is simple, fast and effective.
Employees will find it extremely intuitive since
they’re using devices and processes they’re already
familiar with. Managers have access to an In/Out
Dashboard showing employee time in or out
including a map with their location and photo
– all easily accessed from a browser. And payroll
administrators will experience easier and more
productive paydays, with less rework and better
accuracy as things like buddy-punching become
obsolete. GeoPunch also enables your organization to
instantly expand your TLM system without investing in
traditional time clock hardware – time collection devices
are already in your workforce’s hands!
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Learn more today!
Call 028 2764 1060 l info@payescape.com
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